
  
To :  The Owner Notice board 

Our Ref. : CEA/5/427/24 

 

Tel. No.: 3759 2320 
Your Ref. :  Fax. No.: 2122 9726 

Date : 07.05.2024 

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPARTMENT 

Import and Export Ordinance, Chapter 60 

 NOTICE 

  In accordance with the provisions of section 27(3) of the Import and Export Ordinance, Chapter 60, I hereby 
give notice that the item(s) listed below was/were seized on 16.04.2024 from 40 imported parcels at 
Customs Examination Hall, G/F, Air Mail Centre, 9 Catering Road West, Hong Kong International 
Airport, Chek Lap Kok, New Territories, in Hong Kong, as being article, vessel or vehicle liable to 
forfeiture under section 27(1) of the said Ordinance :    

 
1) All 61 items listed in Appendix. 

Any person as referred to in Section 27(5) of the said Ordinance, may within 30 days beginning - 
(a) on the date of the seizure of the above item(s); 
(b) where this notice is served by delivery to the person to be served, on the date of service;  
(c) where this notice is sent by registered post, 2 days after the date of posting; or 
(d) on the first day of the exhibition of this notice, 

 

give notice in writing to the Commissioner claiming that the item(s) as abovementioned is/are not liable to 
forfeiture and of his full name and address for service in Hong Kong. 

Correspondence Address 
Commissioner of Customs and Excise 
Attn: Staff Officer (Service Prosecution)  
Add: 15/F, Customs Headquarters Building, 222 Java Road, 
North Point, Hong Kong. 
Tel：3759 2320 
Fax：2122 9726 
 

      

  (  R K Dhillon (Ms) ) 
 for Commissioner of Customs & Excise 
Explanatory Notes 
(1) Making a claim to the Commissioner of Customs & Excise will not lead to an automatic return of the item(s).  Where a valid notice of claim is 

received, the Commissioner will file an application to court for the forfeiture of the item(s).  The court will fix a date for the hearing of such 
application and will issue a summons to the claimant requiring him to attend the hearing if he is not the defendant in the related criminal 
proceedings.  The result of the application will be determined by the court.  In the case where the claimant is the defendant in the related 
criminal proceedings and there is no other claimant, on an application made in that behalf by the Commissioner, the court may hear the forfeiture 
application immediately following the criminal proceedings. 
 

(2) If no notice of claim in writing has been given to the Commissioner of Customs & Excise within the stipulated period of time, the item(s) shall be 
forfeited forthwith to the Government. 

 

(3) Where a claimant does not have a permanent address in Hong Kong, he shall nominate a solicitor qualified to practise under the Legal 
Practitioners Ordinance (Cap. 159), by including in the notice of claim to the Commissioner of Customs & Excise the name and address of the 
solicitor who is authorized to accept service on his behalf in relation to any forfeiture proceedings.  If no such name and address of a solicitor is 
included in the notice of claim, it shall be regarded as if no notice had been given. 
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1)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312293106JP) 

2)  400 "Seven stars" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312293106JP) 

3)  600 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313821100JP) 

4)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313821100JP) 

5)  1,400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313167237JP) 

6)  600 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313575474JP) 

7)  1,000 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314100801JP) 

8)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310429835JP) 

9)  600 "Camel" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310429835JP) 

10)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311791820JP) 

11)  200 "Kent" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311791820JP) 

12)  200 "Lucky strike" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311791820JP) 

13)  800 "Pianissimo" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311648430JP) 

14)  800 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313283255JP) 

15)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313283255JP) 

16)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312553340JP) 

17)  400 "Winston" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312553340JP) 

18)  400 "Seven stars" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312553340JP) 

19)  1,000 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313202225JP) 

20)  600 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313733382JP) 

21)  800 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310874315JP) 

22)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313572915JP) 
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23)  600 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311981483JP) 

24)  600 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311981483JP) 

25)  600 "Kent" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311981483JP) 

26)  200 "American spirit" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311981483JP) 

27)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311445919JP) 

28)  800 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312293358JP) 

29)  800 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313270194JP) 

30)  400 "Winston" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314339358JP) 

31)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312176285JP) 

32)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310707573JP) 

33)  200 "Kool" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310707573JP) 

34)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314303177JP) 

35)  1,200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311812269JP) 

36)  2,000 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN310764709JP) 

37)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313806941JP) 

38)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313806941JP) 

39)  800 "Lucky strike" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313549514JP) 

40)  800 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313536011JP) 

41)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313536011JP) 

42)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN312572255JP) 

43)  600 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314014334JP) 

44)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313381500JP) 
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45)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313858325JP) 

46)  600 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313714281JP) 

47)  800 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313027359JP) 

48)  600 "Kent" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313027359JP) 

49)  200 "Bohem" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313027359JP) 

50)  400 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314195407JP) 

51)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314195407JP) 

52)  200 "Kool" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN314195407JP) 

53)  200 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN307552077JP) 

54)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN307552077JP) 

55)  1,000 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN311574649JP) 

56)  420 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313963862JP) 

57)  600 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN307506381JP) 

58)  400 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN307506381JP) 

59)  200 "Mevius" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313278595JP) 

60)  1,000 "Kent" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313278595JP) 

61)  800 "Marlboro" cigarettes (contained in a carton box)(no. EN313316333JP) 

 


